
 

Hi folks, 

It is hard to believe a year (and not just any year) has already flown by and I am 
halfway through my term as your Young Architect Regional Director. It goes 
without saying that it has been an interesting year to say the least. Our initial 
plans made back in January shifted quickly as the year unfolded. It seems like it 
was just yesterday that we left Austin with our To Do list for the next eleven 
months and here we are in the final days of 2020: A year which will live without 
normalcy. So, without further ado, here are my last updates for the year. 

Recently at one of our YAF Full Committee meetings, we met with the founder 
of the AIA Chicago Bridge Program Matt Dumich, FAIA. He currently leads the 
National Emerging Professional Task Force, and he gave us an update on 
Resolution 18-6. He covered a lot of items that are in the works but to touch on 
a few noteworthy topics, he mentioned the following: 
 
• how they are considering a monthly installment plan for dues  
• that they are evaluating a “Path to Licensure” associate membership 

sub-category 
• how they want to integrate EDI through relevant programming 
• and finally, that they are looking to integrate career support into 

ArchiPrep by including AIA’s “Early Career” webinar series and more. 
 
These adjustments are a direct response to the feedback we receive from all of 
you emerging professionals so keep up the good work. 
 
On a more local note, our previous YARD Matt Guinta proposed an idea 
recently that is getting the attention of many firms and those seeking 
employment in our profession. The details are still in the works, but in essence 
we are going to put together an online meeting between those seeking 
employment, and an assortment of professionals from different firms that will 
cover many topics stretching from networking, insight into each firm, and more 
importantly what it takes to land a job in this industry. Stay tuned as more 
details are to follow in the near future. 
 
Finally, I want to let everyone know that the second issue for the 3rd quarter of 
Connection has been posted and you can find the link below. With EDI being one of 
our main focuses this year, we had an overwhelming response of volunteers who 
wanted to contribute to Q3 which warranted 2 separate issues to be published. I 
hope you find the articles informative and inspiring. 
 
With that said, I think I will close my last article for 2020 by saying that although this 
year has been rough for many, it is times like these that put life into perspective. 
Our profession has been tested in many ways and looking back, I am amazed how 
we all came together to help each other through this difficult year. Even more 
impressive is how we went above and beyond to provide help outside of our 
profession to those in our community who needed it most. But the work does not 
stop here. We have identified many gaps along the way that need our attention and 
more plans are being put into place to address these needs. In the end we will 
come out of this stronger, wiser, and more resilient than we were at the start of 
2020. Here is to a much brighter year in 2021. 
 
Jonathon Jackson, AIA, CDT, AIA MI YARD 
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